


Our Confusing World: The Theater at Hand

By Brandon T. Ward, WORLDEVENTSANDTHEBIBLE.COM

The governments of our world and institutions for that matter are all working toward the same 
goals, knowingly or unknowingly. I think most people get stuck in this whole thought of two 
sides. They pick this side or that one. The only side we should be standing on is our Father’s and
anyone who supports Him. If your two choices do not stand with our Father you should not stand
with them either in my opinion.

My point here is the children of Satan love to cause division, it is how they operate. They keep 
you in a perpetual state of confusion because they choose both sides. They do not stand on the 
left or the right, but above both sides and control them with strings. The people below including 
the world leaders play the role they are given knowingly or unknowingly and everyone else is 
distracted from reality by this show. It is very important to understand that. No one ever thinks 
to look deeper into a situation and no one questions anything that comes from the mainstream. 
Yet we should note there are approximately, “Ten Companies That Own Everything We Buy” and 
“six media organizations that control everything we watch“.

This is absolute control over our world. The international banking structure is also controlled 
essentially by one major bank. The Bank for International Settlements. Through these global 
entities and corporations they are able to control the nations and divide them where they deem 
fit. Christ told us to be aware of division.

“And if a house be divided against itself, that house cannot stand.”

MARK 3:25

The children of Satan managed long ago to divide not only our nation, but our world. They use 
this division to help roll out their agenda for a New World Order Government that will usher in 
their father.

David Rockefeller is famously quoted saying,
“We are grateful to the Washington Post, The New York Times, Time Magazine and 
other great publications whose directors have attended our meetings and respected 
their promises of discretion for almost forty years.”
“It would have been impossible for us to develop our plan for the world if we had been 
subjected to the lights of publicity during those years. But, the world is now more 
sophisticated and prepared to march towards a world government. The supranational 
sovereignty of an intellectual elite and world bankers is surely preferable to the 
national auto-determination practiced in past centuries.”

There are no accidents or coincidences only theater in our world and we are watching the 
greatest theatrics the world has ever seen at this point. This show will continue to get better as 
we move closer to the Tribulation, when the star of the show makes his appearance, Satan 
playing the role of Christ. That will be the biggest moment of deception the world has ever seen.

So as Christians what should we be doing? We should be studying our Father’s written 
Word and locking in our minds the events that will go down that consummate this age of 
flesh and mark the return of Christ. Understanding the events of our world are important,
but they are still secondary to the Word. Make sure you spend your time wisely and seek 
out our Father’s Word that always leads us to Light.
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Russia and America prep forces for Arctic war
By David Axe (Reuters), October 5th, 2015

(Excerpt) Surveyors believe that the seabed under Arctic waters could contain hundreds of billions of barrels of 

untapped oil. As the North Pole becomes more accessible, and so more valuable, Arctic countries — each with its 

own and in some cases overlapping territorial claims — are getting ready for some serious competition.

The United States and Russia are geopolitical rivals and uneasy Arctic neighbors. More and more Russian and U.S.  

military forces are deploying on and under the Arctic Ocean.

But Washington and Moscow are approaching their Arctic build-ups quite differently. The Kremlin holds the advantage

on the ocean’s surface; the Pentagon dominates beneath the waves. Though Russia and the United States both train 

Arctic ground troops, Washington is also building a northern strike force of high-tech stealth warplanes. These 

different approaches are the results of military policies and priorities going back decades. Moscow chose to invest in 

icebreakers to work along its vast Arctic frontier, while Washington spent its money on submarines and warplanes 

that are equally useful outside the polar regions.

While Obama was in Alaska, the White House announced that the administration would push for more and better 

icebreakers. After decades of neglect, the U.S. Coast Guard, which operates all U.S. icebreakers, possesses just 

three of the tough, ice-shattering vessels, and American companies own another two. These five ships must divide 

their time between the north and south poles, plowing paths through sea ice so other vessels can safely navigate 

frigid waters.

“The administration will propose,” the White House explained on its official website, “to accelerate acquisition of a 

replacement heavy icebreaker to 2020 from 2022, begin planning for construction of additional icebreakers and call 

on Congress to work with the administration to provide sufficient resources to fund these critical investments.”

But even after adding a few icebreakers, Washington will still be far behind Moscow in this category of Arctic 

weaponry. The Russian government owns 22 icebreakers; Russian industry possesses another 19 of the specialized 

vessels. Moscow has another 11 icebreakers under construction or in planning. 

To be fair, Russia’s Arctic coastline is many hundreds of miles longer than that of the United States. In theory, 

Russia’s icebreakers are spread out over a wider area during routine, peacetime operations. In wartime, however, the

Kremlin could quickly concentrate its icebreakers, which could carve channels for Russian warships far more quickly 

than the Pentagon could do for its own ships.

But the United States’ Arctic strategy depends less on surface ships than Russia’s strategy does. Instead, the U.S. 

military is betting on submarines to exert its influence in the far north.

“The submarine is the best platform to operate in the Arctic,” Commander Jeff Bierley, skipper of the U.S. Navy 
submarine Seawolf, told Reuters, ”because it can spend the majority of its time under the ice.”

The U.S. fleet operates 41 nuclear-powered attack subs with equipment for sailing under — and punching through — 
Arctic ice. Russia’s ice-capable attack-submarine force numbers just 25 vessels.

These U.S. subs likely deploy more regularly than Russia’s do. Amid economic volatility, the Kremlin has struggled to 
consistently fund naval deployments. Meanwhile, every two years the U.S. Navy sends a pair of attack subs into the 
Arctic Circle on a training and scientific mission. In the years between these ice experiments, Seawolf-class subs based 
in Washington state sail through the Bering Strait and under the ice cap, crossing over the top of the world and traveling 
from the Pacific Ocean to the Atlantic and then back.

http://www.navy.mil/submit/display.asp?story_id=90772
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